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We develop a new formalism to treat nuclear many-body systems using bare nucleon-
nucleon interaction. It has become evident that the tensor interaction plays important
role in nuclear many-body systems due to the role of the pion in strongly interacting
system. We take the antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) as a basic frame-
work and add a tensor correlation operator acting on the AMD wave function using the
concept of the tensor-optimized shell model (TOSM). We demonstrate a systematical
and straightforward formulation utilizing the Gaussian integration and differentiation
method and the antisymmetrization technique to calculate all the matrix elements of
the many-body Hamiltonian. We can include the three-body interaction naturally and
calculate the matrix elements systematically in the progressive order of the tensor corre-
lation operator.We call the new formalism “tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular
dynamics”.
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1. Introduction
The tensor interaction plays a very important role in nuclear physics. It originates from
the pion exchange between nucleons, which is the most essential component in the nucleon-
nucleon interaction. The Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) simulation by the Argonne
group for light nuclei demonstrated that the pion contribution on the nuclear binding energy
is about 80% of the entire contribution of the two-body interaction [1]. The pion exchange
interaction can be divided into tensor and central spin-spin components. If we take a phe-
nomenological potential as the Argonne AV8′ potential [2, 3], we see that the lightest nucleus,
a deuteron, cannot be bound by the central interaction alone: the tensor interaction plays
a dominant role in the binding of the deuteron [4]. Analyzing the energy contribution of
the tensor interaction, we find that the transition matrix element between the s-wave and
d-wave components provides the largest attraction for the deuteron binding.
This finding motivated the introduction of the tensor-optimized shell model (TOSM),
where the TOSM wave function has a low-momentum shell-model state and also high-
momentum 2-particle-2-hole (2p-2h) configurations, aiming at describing heavier nuclei and
nuclear matter [5]. The 2p-2h configurations are excited by the tensor interaction from the
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low-momentum shell-model state, which induces high-momentum transfer between nucleons,
and provides a large attraction energy. The TOSM was applied to light mass nuclei as He,
Li and Be isotopes [6–8]. The level orders and spacings come out to be quite good due to
the adequate role of the tensor interaction, although the absolute values for the binding
energies are not reproduced due to the lack of the three-body interaction [6–8]. The satura-
tion property seems satisfied for shell-model states with the use of the bare nucleon-nucleon
interaction. The TOSM was able to describe shell-model states and also generate low-lying
alpha cluster structures in the spectrum of 8Be [8]. However, the TOSM could not repro-
duce sufficient of alpha correlation, and we ought to improve the TOSM for multi-cluster
states. The concept of TOSM was also applied to the few-body framework and demonstrated
its goodness [9]. However, the few-body framework that uses the relative coordinates has
difficulty in handling the antisymmetrization for p-shell nuclei.
On the other hand, antisymmetrized molecular dynamics (AMD) was developed by the
Kyoto group with great success to describe both the cluster and shell structures simultane-
ously [10–12]. Here, the nuclear dynamics was controlled by an effective interaction, which is
obtained from various experimental data. There are several cases where the effective inter-
action has to be changed for various observables of nuclear structure. A typical case for this
change is the ground-state energies of 12C and 16O. It is highly desirable to use the bare
nucleon-nucleon interaction in the AMD framework for the description of light nuclei, where
the structural change between shell and cluster states is essential. For 8Be, both the shell and
alpha structures are observed experimentally and the AMD description should be essential
for good description of this nucleus [8].
It has become clear from a few-body study and the GFMC simulations for light nuclei that
the three-body interaction has to be introduced for a satisfactory description of finite-mass
nuclei [1]. The three-body interaction is mainly caused by the pion exchange interaction
leading to delta-isobar excitation [13]. Hence, its structure is again dominantly described by
the successive tensor interaction. Such a three-body interaction usually makes calculations
of matrix elements highly complicated. With the success of the TOSM for light nuclei and
the ability of the AMD formulation, it is a good idea to combine these two merits for the
description of nuclear structure using the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction. After many trials,
we arrived at constructing a powerful method to treat nuclear many-body systems based on
the AMD wave function and added a tensor component by applying the tensor correlation
operator on the AMD wave function. We treat the tensor correlation operator as an operator
on two nucleons of many nucleon systems. If we want to take the matrix elements of the
two-body interaction of the tensor-correlated AMD wave function, it turns out to calculate
up to 6-body operators. We do these calculations systematically by utilizing the Gaussian
integrals, which could be done analytically. Hence, we are able to handle any number of
multi-body operators systematically. The genuine three-body interaction of the Argonne
group is naturally described in the new formalism in the same way as tensor-correlated
two-body operators. We call “this framework tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular
dynamics” (TOAMD).
There are three essential technologies in TOAMD to calculate multi-body operators based
on the Gaussian wave functions. The first important step is to write all the interactions and
correlations in addition to the wave functions as a sum of Gaussian functions. We are then
able to take all the necessary integrations of the Gaussian functions analytically. The second
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important step is to take care of the antisymmetrization. For this difficult problem, we write
all the interactions and correlations in the momentum space so that we are able to write
all operators in separable forms in the particle coordinates [14]. We are then able to use
the matrix technique to treat the antisymmetrization systematically. The third important
ingredient is to treat all the necessary momentum integrations with a multiple of momenta
in the Gaussian integrations. We introduce the source terms for the momenta and take
derivatives of the integrated result of the fundamental Gaussian integrals. All calculations
of the matrix elements are performed in the rectangular coordinates of particles using the
above important ingredients for multi-body operators.
In light nuclei there appear cluster structures, which are difficult to describe in the shell
+ mean-field approximation. The cluster structure is better described in the AMD frame-
work using effective interactions, where the 4He wave function is written as (0s)4 Gaussian
functions. Although some trial was performed to include higher-spin states in the AMD
framework for 4He, it was not successful in treating the tensor interaction [15]. On the other
hand, the TOSM was able to treat the tensor interaction in the shell-model basis by intro-
ducing high-momentum 2p-2h configurations. Use of the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction
including the strong tensor interaction in the AMD framework is highly anticipated. This is
achieved in the present TOAMD formulation, which is systematical and straightforward to
apply to heavier-mass nuclei than those of the GFMC simulation. We would like to apply
the TOAMD for the description of the coexistence of and competition between shell and
cluster structures. One important application of the TOAMD is the alpha-condensed states
in 8Be, 12C, and 16O using the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction [16].
This paper is arranged as follows. In Sect. 2, we introduce the tensor-optimized anti-
symmetrized molecular dynamics (TOAMD), where the TOAMD wave function and the
Hamiltonian are written explicitly for nuclear many-body systems. Here, we write all the
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the AMD wave function so that we define all ingre-
dients of the TOAMD theory. In Sect. 3, we calculate matrix elements of an interaction
with one tensor correlation operator, which leads to multi-body operators up to four-body
for the AMD wave function. In Sect. 4, we write all the necessary integrals and differential
formulas for multiple-momentum integrations of Gaussian functions. In Sect. 5, we calcu-
late two-body interactions with two tensor correlation operators as examples of using all
the formula developed for the TOAMD theory. We describe a systematic method to write
matrix elements for many-body systems. In Sect. 6, we introduce the short-range correlation
operator as the sum of Gaussian functions. We explicitly give some of the matrix elements
for a three-body interaction with the short range and tensor correlations. We present here a
systematic method to calculate any complicated matrix elements in the TOAMD theory. In
Sect. 7, we summarize the present paper. We further present two appendices. In Appendix
A, we desribe the co-factor matrix theory to treat the antisymmetrization. In Appendix B,
we explicitly give the Gaussian integrals for multi-body operators.
2. Tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular dynamics
We describe here the construction of the tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular
dynamics (TOAMD). In this section, we give all the ingredients such as the TOAMD
wave function, Hamiltonian, and the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the AMD wave
function.
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2.1. Wave function of TOAMD
In this subsection, we introduce the TOAMD wave function for finite nuclei. In the con-
cept of the tensor-optimized shell model (TOSM), it is important to prepare a basic wave
function to represent a correct density profile with low-momentum components, and add
high-momentum components to be excited by the strong tensor interaction [5]. We take the
following form for the TOAMD wave function:
|Ψ〉 = |AMD〉+ FD|AMD〉 . (1)
Here, |AMD〉 is an AMD wave function for mass number A:
|AMD〉 = A
{
A∏
i=1
ψpi(~ri)χpi(si)ξpi(ti)
}
=
1√
A!
|det |p1p2 · · · pA|〉 , (2)
where pi denotes various quantum numbers of a single nucleon and |pi〉 = |ψpiχpiξpi〉. The
antisymmetrizer A makes sure that the exchange of particle coordinates among all particles
have an opposite sign from the original wave function (Slater determinant). We can include
multiple tensor correlation operators FD · · ·FD|AMD〉 for the description of the multi-cluster
states and short-range correlation to be discussed later. The spatial wave function of single
nucleon ψpi(~ri) is written in terms of the shifted Gaussian function:
ψpi(~ri) =
(
2ν
π
)3/4
e−ν(~ri−
~Dpi)
2
. (3)
The particle coordinate is written as ~ri for all nucleons i = 1, . . . , A. The size parameter ν
and the position parameter ~Dpi are the variational parameters to specify the spatial wave
function. The position vectors ~Dpi are in general complex variables, but we write them as real
variables in this paper to simplify the notation. For numerical calculations it is important
to take the AMD wave function in order to calculate matrix elements analytically using the
Gaussian integral formula. As the nuclear system becomes heavy, we ought to include more
Gaussian functions and additionally perform angular momentum and parity projections.
The spin wave function χpi(si) is written as:
χpi(si) = βpi | ↑〉+ (1− βpi)| ↓〉 . (4)
The spin wave function χp(s) is written as a linear combination of spin-up | ↑〉 and spin-
down | ↓〉 wave functions, where βp is a complex variational parameter. As for the isospin
part ξpi(ti), we take pure proton and neutron states:
ξpi(ti) = |proton〉 or |neutron〉 . (5)
Here, |proton〉 and |neutron〉 are pure proton and neutron states, respectively.
The tensor correlation operator is expressed as:
FD =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
Fij =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
fD(rij)S12(rij)τi · τj , (6)
with the variational function written by the sum of Gaussian functions:
fD(rij) =
∑
µ
Cµr
2
ije
−aµr2ij , (7)
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where Cµ and aµ are variational parameters. Here the tensor operator is written as:
S12(rij) = 3(σi · rˆij)(σj · rˆij)− σi · σj . (8)
The spin operators σi and σj are for particles i and j. The isospin τi · τj operator is added for
the tensor correlation operator, where the tensor correlation is very strong because its origin
is one-pion exchange. Although we do not show it explicitly, we also consider the isospin-
independent tensor correlation in the calculation. The relative coordinate ~rij is the difference
between the positions ~ri and ~rj of two particles i and j, and rˆij is a unit vector with its
direction. It is essential to include the tensor-correlated wave function FD|AMD〉 explicitly
so that the strong tensor interaction, exciting |AMD〉 to the FD|AMD〉 state, provides a
large attractive contribution to the total energy. All the parameters in the wave function
(1) are variational parameters. They are fixed by the energy minimization of the many-body
Hamiltonian:
E =
〈AMD|(1 + FD)H(1 + FD)|AMD〉
〈AMD|(1 + FD)(1 + FD)|AMD〉 . (9)
We have to calculate all the necessary matrix elements for the two and three-body interac-
tions using the TOAMD wave function. This form of the wave function (1) was studied for
the 4He nucleus by Nagata et al. to study the role of the tensor interaction [17].
The overlap integral of the AMD wave function is written as:
〈AMD|AMD〉 = 〈p1p2p3 · · · |det |q1q2q3 · · · |〉 (10)
= |B| =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈p1|q1〉 〈p1|q2〉 · · · 〈p1|qA〉
〈p2|q1〉 〈p2|q2〉 · · · 〈p2|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pA|q1〉 〈pA|q2〉 · · · 〈pA|qA〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
The single-particle matrix elements are written as:
〈p|q〉 = 〈ψp|ψq〉〈χp|χq〉〈ξp|ξq〉 . (11)
The spatial matrix element is:
〈ψp|ψq〉 = e−
1
2
ν(~Dp− ~Dq)2 . (12)
As for the spin part, we use the following notation for the matrix element:
Mpq = 〈χp|χq〉 = β∗pβq + (1− β∗p)(1− βq) . (13)
For the isospin part, we use the following notation:
M¯pq = 〈ξp|ξq〉 = 1 or 0 , (14)
where the states p and q are both the proton states or neutron states for M¯pq = 1, and they
are different states for M¯pq = 0. Altogether the overlap matrix element is written as:
〈p|q〉 = e− 12ν(~Dp− ~Dq)2MpqM¯pq . (15)
We will give the overlap matrix element of the tensor-correlated wave function FD|AMD〉
later, where we describe the method of handling multiple tensor correlation operators. In
the next subsection, we introduce the Hamiltonian and later calculate the matrix element
of the Hamiltonian for the AMD wave function 〈AMD|H|AMD〉.
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2.2. Nucleon-nucleon interaction and three-body interaction
We take the many-body Hamiltonian as a summation of the kinetic, two-body and three-
body interactions:
H = T + V + U . (16)
Here, T is the many-body kinetic energy:
T =
A∑
i=1
(
−
~∇2i
2m
)
− Tc.m. . (17)
Here, we use natural units: ~ = c = 1. The first term is the sum of the individual kinetic
energies and Tc.m. is the center-of-mass (c.m.) kinetic energy. Hence, T denotes the kinetic
energy of the intrinsic motion of nucleons.
Wiringa et al. constructed phenomenological two-body nucleon-nucleon (NN) interactions
without and with ∆(1232) degrees of freedom, the Argonne v14 (AV14) and v28 (AV28)
models, respectively [2, 3]. In principle we are able to treat any interactions, but here we
write all the necessary ingredients to treat the AV14 potential. We briefly review the content
of the NN interactions of the AV14 potential. We consider the ∆(1232) degrees of freedom in
terms of a three-body interaction instead of treating ∆(1232) explicitly [18]. The two-body
interaction AV14 is written as the sum of many operators:
V =
1
2
14∑
p=1
∑
i 6=j
V p(rij) . (18)
There are 14 operators in the AV14 potential. We write the two-body interaction as
1
2
∑
i 6=j instead of
∑
i<j in order to treat the antisymmetrization systematically. The
Argonne potential has three radial components: a long-range one-pion exchange part vπ,
and phenomenological intermediate-range and short-range core parts vI and vS :
V p(rij) =
∑
p
[vpπ(rij) + v
p
I (rij) + v
p
S(rij)]Opij , (19)
where operators Op represent operators of spin, isospin, tensor, spin-orbit, squared angular
momentum, and squared spin-orbit interactions. In our calculations, we expand all the radial
dependence in terms of the sum of Gaussian functions:
vpπ(rij) + v
p
I (rij) + v
p
S(rij) =
∑
µ
Cpµ e
−apµr
2
ij . (20)
As for the tensor operator, we multiply r2ij in the radial dependence.
We have the three-body interaction in order to describe quantitatively the nuclear system:
U =
1
2
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(U2π(ijk) + UR(ijk)) . (21)
There are two components for the three-body interaction in the Urbana series of three-
nucleon potentials [1], where one term originates from two-pion exchange through delta exci-
tation and the other term originates from the relativistic effect. We write 12
∑
i 6=j 6=k instead of
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∑
cyclic
∑
i<j<k U(ijk) =
∑
i<j<k(U(ijk) + U(jki) + U(kij)) for systematic manipulations.
The two-pion exchange term is written as:
U2π(ijk) = A2π{Xij(r),Xjk(r)}{τi · τj, τj · τk}+ C2π[Xij(r),Xjk(r)][τi · τj, τj · τk] . (22)
Here, all the operators with the radial dependences are those of the one-pion exchange:
Xij(r) = Y (r)σi · σj + T (r)S12 , (23)
Y (r) =
e−mpir
mπr
ξY (mπr) ,
T (r) =
(
3
(mπr)2
+
3
mπr
+ 1
)
Y (r)ξT (r) .
Here, ξY and ξT represent the short-range cut-off factors of these interactions [1]. We expand
Y (r) and T (r) in the sum of Gaussian functions. As for the relativistic effect term, the
Argonne group chose the following expression:
UR(ijk) = ART
2(mπrij)T
2(mπrjk) . (24)
This three-body interaction does not depend on spin and isospin.
2.3. One-, two-, and three-body matrix elements
We describe here how to calculate one-, two-, and three-body matrix elements. We want
to show all the necessary ingredients for matrix elements of the AMD wave function. We
give the matrix elements of the kinetic energy and those for the central, tensor, spin-orbit,
squared angular momentum, and squared spin-orbit interactions, and for the three-body
interactions.
Kinetic energy
The matrix element of the individual kinetic energy for the AMD wave function is written
as:
〈AMD|
∑
i
(
−∇
2
i
2m
)
|AMD〉 = 〈p1p2p3 · · · |
∑
i
(
−∇
2
i
2m
)
|det |q1q2q3 · · · |〉
=
∑
pq
〈p| − ∇
2
2m
|q〉(B−1)qp|B| =
∑
pq
〈p| − ∇
2
2m
|q〉C(p : q) .(25)
Here, C(p : q) = (B−1)qp|B| is the determinant of a co-factor matrix for the pq element of
the overlap matrix B and it is obtained using the properties of the determinant. All the
details of the co-factor matrix C are given in Appendix A. Here, (B−1)qp denotes the qp
component of the inverse matrix of the overlap matrix B. The single-particle matrix element
is calculated in rectangular coordinates for the AMD single-particle states:
〈p| − ∇
2
2m
|q〉 = 1
2m
(
3ν − ν2( ~Dp − ~Dq)2
)
e−
1
2
ν( ~Dp− ~Dq)2MpqM¯pq . (26)
Here, Mpq is the spin matrix element (13) and M¯pq the isospin matrix element (14).
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As for the center-of-mass kinetic energy, the center-of-mass wave function of the AMD
wave function is:
Ψc.m.(~R) =
(
2ν˜
π
)3/4
e−ν˜(
~R−D˜)2 , (27)
where ~R is the center-of-mass coordinate, ν˜ = Aν, and D˜ = 1A
∑A
i
~Di. The center-of-mass
kinetic energy is −12(Am)∇2R and D˜ = 0 is assumed. Hence, the matrix element is:
〈Ψc.m.| −1
2(Am)
∇2R|Ψc.m.〉 =
3ν˜
2(Am)
=
3ν
2m
(28)
This is a single-particle kinetic energy. Since the interactions and correlations are written
in terms of the relative (intrinsic) coordinates and momenta, the center-of-mass state is
unaffected. Therefore, the intrinsic energy should be obtained after calculating everything
using the individual kinetic energy and subtracting the center-of-mass kinetic energy (28).
Central interaction
The central interaction is expanded in the Gaussian functions:
V c =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij . (29)
In order to perform the antisymmetrization in a systematic manner (Appendix A), we write
the interaction in the momentum representation so that the operator has a separable form.
V c =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2 ∫
k
e−k
2/4aµei
~k~rie−i
~k~rj . (30)
The momentum integration is written in a shorthand notation:∫
k
=
∫
d3k
(2π)3
. (31)
We can write the matrix element as:
〈AMD|V c|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2
∫
k
e−k
2/4aµ〈p|ei~k~ri |s〉〈q|e−i~k~rj |t〉 ((B−1)sp(B−1)tq − (B−1)tp(B−1)sq) |B| . (32)
By writing the interaction in the momentum representation, we are able to handle the anti-
symmetrization systematically. We give the antisymmetrization in terms of a co-factor matrix
for the pq : st element of the B matrix: C(pq : st) =
(
(B−1)sp(B
−1)tq − (B−1)tp(B−1)sq
) |B|.
We can calculate the single-particle matrix element easily using the Gaussian integration
formula and write the final expression as:
〈AMD|V c|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2∑
pqst
I(12)(A,B,C) MpsM qtM¯psM¯ qt C(pq : st) . (33)
Here, the spatial matrix element is:
I(12)(A,B,C) =
∫
k
e−k
2/4aµ〈ψp|ei~k~ri |ψs〉〈ψq|e−i~k~rj |ψt〉
=
1
(2π)3
( π
A
)3/2
e−
B2
4A
+C . (34)
All the coefficients A,B,C in the Gaussian integral (34) are given in Appendix B. Since we
have to handle many Gaussian integrals, we have introduced a notation for the Gaussian
integrals of I(type)(A,B,C). We introduce the superscript as (type) for the integral, where
type denotes which nucleons interact with each other. In the present example (34), particles
1 and 2 interact with each other by a two-body interaction (type = 12). All the Gaussian
integrals I(type)(A,B,C) up to three-body operators are given explicitly in Appendix B.
In the case of spin-spin interaction σ1 · σ2, we have to replace the spin matrix elements
MpsM qt with
∑
xM
ps
x M
qt
x , where
Mpsx = 〈χp|σx|χs〉 . (35)
We calculate these spin matrices using the Pauli spin operators and the spin-spinor wave
functions. In the case of isospin-isospin interaction τ1 · τ2, we have to replace the isospin
matrix elements M¯psM¯ qt with
∑
x M¯
ps
x M¯
qt
x , where
M¯psx = 〈ξp|τx|ξs〉 . (36)
Tensor interaction
The matrix element of the tensor interaction, where we see all the essential features of the
tensor operator, is interesting. The tensor interaction in the momentum space is written as:
V t =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2 ( −1
4a2µ
)
∑
xyx′y′
∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµei
~k1~rie−i
~k1~rjk1xk1yσix′σjy′(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′) . (37)
The matrix element of the tensor interaction is written as:
〈AMD|V t|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −1
4a2µ
)
∑
xyx′y′
∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµk1xk1y(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)〈p|ei~k1~riσx′ |s〉〈q|e−i~k1~rjσy′ |t〉
(
(B−1)sp(B
−1)tq − (B−1)tp(B−1)sq
) |B| . (38)
Using various matrix elements we can write it as:
〈AMD|V t|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −1
4a2µ
) ∑
xyx′y′
I
(12)
1x1y(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)Mpsx′ M qty′ M¯psM¯ qtC(pq : st) . (39)
Here, the momentum integration is defined as:
I
(12)
1x1y(A,B,C) =
∫
k1
k1xk1ye
−k2/4aµ〈ψp|ei~k~ri |ψs〉〈ψq|e−i~k~rj |ψt〉 , (40)
where the coefficients A,B,C are given in Appendix B. The subscript 1x1y is related to
the momentum integrations for momenta k1xk1y outside of the exponent (38) for multi-
ple momentum integrations to be discussed in the next section. If we have isospin-isospin
interaction, we should replace M¯psM¯ qt with
∑
x M¯
ps
x M¯
qt
x . Hereafter, we do not write this
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statement for other interactions. Later we will introduce a matrix form for treating multiple
tensor operator cases and describe a systematic method to calculate momentum integrations.
Spin-orbit interaction
The spin-orbit interaction is written as:
V ls =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij~lij · (σi + σj)/2 , (41)
where the relative orbital angular momentum ~lij is written as ~lij = ~rij × 12 (~pi − ~pj). In the
momentum space it is written as:
V ls =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµei
~k1~rie−i
~k1~rj
∑
xyz
εxyzk1x
1
2
(pi − pj)y 1
2
(σi + σj)z . (42)
We need the matrix element of px = −i∇x:
〈ψp|ei~k1~rpxei~k2~r|ψq〉
=
(
1
2
(k2x − k1x) + iν(Dp −Dq)x
)
e−
1
2
ν(Dp−Dq)2+
1
2
i(k1+k2)(Dp+Dq)−(k1+k2)2/8ν . (43)
The matrix element of the spin-orbit interaction is written as:
〈AMD|V ls|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)
∑
xyz
εxyz
∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµk1x
1
2
iν((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))y
1
2
[
〈p|eik1rσz|s〉〈q|e−ik1r|t〉+ 〈p|eik1r|s〉〈q|e−ik1rσz|t〉
]
C(pq : st) . (44)
Using various matrix elements we can write it as:
〈AMD|V ls|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)∑
xyz
εxyzI
(12)
1x (A,B,C)
1
2
iν((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))y 1
2
(Mpsz M
qt +MpsM qtz )M¯
psM¯ qtC(pq : st) . (45)
Squared angular momentum interaction
The squared angular momentum interaction is written as:
V l
2
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij~l 2ij =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij (~rij × ~pij)2
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij
(∑
xyzuv
εxyzεuvzxupijypijv + 2i
∑
x
xpijx
)
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij
1
4
( ∑
xyzuvz
εxyzεuvzxu(pi − pj)y(pi − pj)v + 4i
∑
x
x(pi − pj)x
)
.(46)
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In the momentum space it is written as:
V l
2
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2 ∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµei
~k1~rie−i
~k1~rj
1
4
[( −i
2aµ
)2 ∑
xyzuv
εxyzεuvz(k1xk1u − 2aµδxu)(pi − pj)y(pi − pj)v
+
( −i
2aµ
)
4i
∑
x
k1x(pi − pj)x
]
. (47)
We write the matrix element of the double-differential operator pxpy = −∇x∇y:
〈ψp|ei~k1~rpxpyei~k2~r|ψq〉 =
[
νδxy +
(
1
2
(k2x − k1x) + iν(Dp −Dq)x
)
(
1
2
(k2y − k1y) + iν(Dp −Dq)y
)]
e−
1
2
ν(Dp−Dq)2+
1
2
i(k1+k2)(Dp+Dq)−(k1+k2)2/8ν . (48)
The matrix element of the squared angular momentum interaction using the single (43) and
double derivatives (48) is written as:
〈AMD|V l2 |AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)2 1
4[ ∑
xyzuv
εxyzεuvz
[
I
(12)
1x1u(A,B,C)− 2aµδxuI(12)(A,B,C)
]
[
2νδyv − ν2((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))y((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))v
]
+4aµ
∑
x
I
(12)
1x1x(A,B,C)
]
MpsM qtM¯psM¯ qtC(pq : st) . (49)
Squared spin-orbit interaction
The squared spin-orbit interaction is written as:
V (ls)
2
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij (~lij · (σi + σj)/2)2 . (50)
In the momentum space it is written as:
V (ls)
2
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
C(2)µ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)2 ∫
k1
e−k
2
1/4aµei
~k1~rie−i
~k1~rj
1
16
[ ∑
xyzuvw
εxyzεuvw(k1xk1u − 2aµδxu)(pi − pj)y(pi − pj)v
+4aµ
∑
xyzuvw
εxyzεuvwδyuk1x(pi − pj)v
]
(σi + σj)z(σi + σj)w . (51)
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The matrix element of the squared spin-orbit interaction is written as:
〈AMD|V (ls)2 |AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)2 1
16
∑
xyzuvw
εxyzεuvw
[
[I
(12)
1x1u(A,B,C)− 2aµδxuI(12)(A,B,C)]
[
2νδyv − ν2((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))y((Dp −Ds)− (Dq −Dt))v
]
− 2aµδyuI(12)1x1v(A,B,C)
]
(MpszwM
qt +Mpsz M
qt
w +M
ps
w M
qt
z +M
psM qtzw)M¯
psM¯ qt C(pq : st) . (52)
Short-range three-body interaction
The three-body interaction U contains two components, one due to two-pion exchange excit-
ing the ∆ state and one due to the relativistic effect. For calculation of the matrix element
it is simpler to give the relativistic-effect one first. The short-range three-body interaction
due to the relativistic effect is written as:
UR =
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(
1
2
AR
)
T 2(rij)T
2(rjk) =
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(
1
2
AR
)∑
µ1
Cµ1e
−aµ1r2ij
∑
µ2
Cµ2e
−aµ2r2jk . (53)
Hence, the matrix element is
〈AMD|UR|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrstu
(
1
2
AR
)∑
µ1
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2∑
µ2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2
∫
k1
∫
k2
e−k
2
1/4aµ1e−k
2
2/4aµ2〈p|ei~k1~r|s〉〈q|ei(−~k1+~k2)~r|t〉〈r|e−i~k2~r|u〉C(pqr : stu)
=
∑
pqrstu
(
1
2
AR
)∑
µ1
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2∑
µ2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2
I(12:23)(A,B,C)
MpsM qtM ruM¯psM¯ qtM¯ ruC(pqr : stu) . (54)
Here, C(pqr : stu) is the determinant of the co-factor matrix for the pqr : stu matrix of the
overlap matrix B as explained in Appendix A. The explicit form of the Gaussian integral
I(12:23) is written in Appendix B, where (type = 12 : 23) indicates that the first two-body
operator acts on particles 1 and 2 and the second two-body operator on particles 2 and 3.
Two-pion three-body interaction
There are two terms for the two-pion three-body interaction, {Xij ,Xjk}{τiτj, τjτk} and
[Xij ,Xjk][τiτj, τjτk]. First we decompose {Xij ,Xjk} in the spin and tensor operators:
XijXjk +XjkXij
= Y (rij)Y (rjk)(σi · σjσj · σk + σj · σkσi · σj)
+ T (rij)T (rjk)(S12(ij)S12(jk) + S12(jk)S12(ij))
+ Y (rij)T (rjk)(σi · σjS12(jk) + S12(jk)σi · σj)
+ Y (rjk)T (rij)(S12(ij)σj · σk + σj · σkS12(ij)) . (55)
These spatial-spin operators are multiplied by the isospin operators.
τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj . (56)
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We start with the spin-spin three-body part:
U2π:spin−spin =
(
1
2
Aπ
) ∑
i 6=j 6=k
Y (rij)Y (rjk)(σi · σjσj · σk + σj · σkσi · σj)
(τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj)
=
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(
1
2
Aπ
)∑
µ1
Cµ1e
−aµ1r2ij
∑
µ2
Cµ2e
−aµ2r2jk(σi · σjσj · σk + σj · σkσi · σj)
(τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj) . (57)
Hence, the matrix element is:
〈AMD|U2π:spin−spin|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrstu
(
1
2
Aπ
)∑
µ1
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2∑
µ2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2
∑
xy
I(12:23)(A,B,C)(Mpsx M
qt
xyM
ru
y +M
ps
y M
qt
xyM
ru
x )
∑
vw
(M¯psv M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
w + M¯
ps
w M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
v ) C(pqr : stu) . (58)
We write the tensor-tensor three-body part:
U2π:tensor−tensor =
(
1
2
Aπ
) ∑
i 6=j 6=k
T (rij)T (rjk)(S12(ij)S12(jk) + S12(jk)S12(ij))
(τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj)
=
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(
1
2
Aπ
)∑
µ1
Cµ1r
2
ije
−aµ1r2ij
∑
µ2
Cµ2r
2
jke
−aµ2r2jk(S12(ij)S12(jk) + S12(jk)S12(ij))
(τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj) . (59)
Hence, the matrix element is:
〈AMD|U2π:tensor−tensor|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrstu
(
1
2
Aπ
)∑
µ1
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2( −1
4a2µ1
)
∑
µ2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2( −1
4a2µ2
) ∑
xyzu x′y′z′u′
I
(12:23)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(Mpsx′ M qty′z′M ruu′ +Mpsz′ M qtx′u′M ruy′ )∑
vw
(M¯psv M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
w + M¯
ps
w M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
v )C(pqr : stu) . (60)
We write the spin-tensor three-body part:
U2π:spin−tensor = 2
(
1
2
Aπ
) ∑
i 6=j 6=k
Y (rij)T (rjk)(σi · σjS12(jk) + S12(jk)σi · σj)
(τi · τjτj · τk + τj · τkτi · τj) . (61)
Here, because of the change in the particle coordinates, the third and fourth terms in Eq. (55)
are identical and we multiply by 2 for the spin-tensor three-body term. Hence, the matrix
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element is:
〈AMD|U2π:spin−tensor|AMD〉 = 2
∑
pqrstu
(
1
2
Aπ
)∑
µ1
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2
∑
µ2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2( −1
4a2µ2
) ∑
xyx′y′
∑
z′
I
(12:23)
2x2y (A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(Mpsz′ M qtz′x′M ruy′ +Mpsz′ M qtx′z′M ruy′ )∑
vw
(M¯psv M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
w + M¯
ps
w M¯
qt
vwM¯
ru
v )C(pqr : stu) . (62)
As for the commutator terms:
[Xij ,Xjk][τiτj, τjτk] = (XijXjk −XjkXij)(τi · τjτj · τk − τj · τkτi · τj) , (63)
the additions for the spin part of the above matrix elements ((58), (60), (62)) are replaced
by subtractions and the additions for the isospin part are also replaced by subtractions.
3. Two-body interaction with one tensor correlation operator
We give here the transition matrix element from the AMD wave function |AMD〉 to the
AMD wave function with tensor correlation FD|AMD〉. This matrix element includes the
overlap matrix of the tensor-correlated state of the TOAMD state.
〈AMD|V FD|AMD〉 . (64)
Here, V is given as a summation over the particle coordinates in Eq. (18) and FD is also given
as a summation over the particle coordinates in Eq. (6). Hence, there are various many-body
operators:
V FD =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
Vij



1
2
∑
k 6=l
Fkl

 = 1
2
∑
i 6=j
VijFij +
∑
i 6=j 6=k
VijFjk +
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
VijFkl
= Q2 +Q3 +Q4 . (65)
Here, the symmetry factors S in front of each term in Qn such as
1
2 , 1, and
1
4 are obtained by
taking into account the symmetry of interchange of the particle coordinates. S is tabulated
in Table 1 of Sect. 6. Hence, there appear two-body, three-body and four-body operators,
which are written as Q2, Q3, and Q4. We shall discuss the matrix elements of these operators
one by one.
Two-body term
We write the case of the tensor interaction explicitly. As for the central interaction, the
expressions are similar:
Q2 =
1
2
∑
i 6=j


∑
µ1
Cµ1r
2
ije
−aµ1r2ijS12(rij)




∑
µ2
Cµ2r
2
ije
−aµ2r2ijS12(rij)τi · τj

 . (66)
Here, the first bracket corresponds to the tensor interaction and the second bracket the tensor
correlation. Each tensor operator is expressed in the momentum space using the following
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expression:
∑
µ
Cµr
2
ije
−aµr2ijS12(rij) =
∑
µ
Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −1
4a2µ
)∫
k
e−k
2/4aµei
~k~rie−i
~k~rj
∑
xyx′y′
kxkyσix′σjy′(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′) . (67)
From here we introduce a shorthand notation for the coefficient:
C˜(m)µ = Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)m
. (68)
The matrix element of the tensor interaction is written as:
〈AMD|Q2|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ1µ2
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2
∫
k1
∫
k2
e−k
2
1/4aµ1e−k
2
2/4aµ2〈ψp|ei(k1+k2)ri |ψs〉〈ψq|e−i(k1+k2)rj |ψt〉∑
xyzu x′y′z′u′
k1xk1yk2zk2u(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)
Mpsx′z′M
qt
y′u′
∑
w
M¯psw M¯
qt
w C(pq : st) . (69)
Since we can write the single-particle matrix element,
〈ψp|ei~k~r|ψs〉 = e−
1
2
ν( ~Dp− ~Ds)2+
1
2
i~k(~Dp+ ~Ds)−k2/8ν , (70)
in Gaussian form, we are left with integrations over momentum for the entire matrix element.
We describe the systematic method of the Gaussian integrals in the next section and in
Appendix B, we give the final expression for the tensor matrix element:
〈AMD|Q2|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ1µ2
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2
∑
xyzu x′y′z′u′
I
((12)2)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)Mpsx′z′M qty′u′
∑
w
M¯psw M¯
qt
w C(pq : st) . (71)
Here, the function I
((12)2)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C) is the result of the momentum integration, which will
appear in the next section. The explicit form for A,B,C is given in Appendix B.
Three-body term
The Q3 operator is written as:
Q3 =
∑
i 6=j 6=k


∑
µ1
Cµ1r
2
ije
−aµ1r2ijS12(rij)




∑
µ2
Cµ2r
2
jke
−aµ2r2jkS12(rjk)τj · τk

 . (72)
The Q3 operator corresponds to the case of type = 12 : 23 for the momentum integration in
the specification of Appendix B. Hence, we can write the matrix element as:
〈AMD|Q3|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrsto
∑
µ1µ2
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2
∑
xyzux′y′z′u′
I
(12:23)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)Mpsx M qtyzM rou
M¯ps
∑
w
M¯ qtw M¯
ro
w C(pqr : sto) . (73)
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Four-body term
The Q4 operator is written as:
Q4 =
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l


∑
µ1
Cµ1r
2
ije
−aµ1r2ijS12(rij)




∑
µ2
Cµ2r
2
kle
−aµ2r2klS12(rkl)τk · τl

 . (74)
The momentum integration of this four-body operator should be that of type = 12 : 34 in
Appendix B. Hence, we are able to write the final result as:
〈AMD|Q4|AMD〉 = 1
4
∑
pqrs p′q′r′s′
∑
µ1µ2
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2
∑
xyzux′y′z′u′
I
(12:34)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)Mpp
′
x′ M
qq′
y′ M
rr′
z′ M
ss′
u′
M¯pp
′
M¯ qq
′
∑
w
M¯ rr
′
w M¯
ss′
w C(pqrs : p
′q′r′s′) . (75)
We are able to write the momentum integral I
(12:34)
1x1y2z2u(A,B,C) in a separable form and
simplify the calculation of the matrix element. If we take an interaction other than the
tensor interaction, we should change the above formula slightly depending on the type of
operators.
4. Momentum integration and systematic differentiation
As we have seen in the calculation of matrix elements, we have to perform various types of
momentum integrations (k1, . . . , kl) with Gaussian functions in the following form:
Iixjy···kz(A,B,C : b) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
kixkjy · · · kkz e−~kA~k+i ~B~k+C . (76)
We have already used the cases where the number of the momentum integration is 1 in
Eq. (39) and 2 in Eq. (71). Here, a vector ~k, a matrix A and other quantities are defined as:
~kt =
(
~k1 ~k2 · · · ~kl
)
(77)
A =


1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 A12 · · · A1l
A21 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 · · · A2l
...
...
. . .
...
Al1 Al2 · · · 1/4ν + 1/4aµl

 (78)
Here, Aij is a fraction of 1/ν and depends on the type of momentum integrals.
~B =


1
2((
~Dp + ~Dp′)− ( ~Dq + ~Dq′)) +~b1
1
2((
~Dr + ~Dr′)− ( ~Ds + ~Ds′)) +~b2
...
1
2((
~Dt + ~Dt′)− ( ~Du + ~Du′)) +~bl

 (79)
and
C = −1
2
ν((Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + · · ·+ (Dt −Dt′)2 + (Du −Du′)2) . (80)
By construction, the matrix A is a real symmetric matrix and can be written as A =
A1/2A1/2. Again, the subscripts as p, q · · · of the Dp′s depend on the type of momentum inte-
grals. Here, we have included the source terms whose coefficients are written as ~b1,~b2, . . . ,~bl.
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The source terms provide the term ei
~bi~ki in the integrand. These source terms are used for
the calculation of integrals of the form:
Iixjy···kz(A,B,C : b) =
(
−i ∂
∂bix
)(
−i ∂
∂bjy
)
· · ·
(
−i ∂
∂bkz
)
I(A,B,C : b) . (81)
Here, i, j, . . . , k (≤ l) represent the momenta and b stands for the set of ~bi. The momen-
tum directions are denoted by x, y, . . . , z. We shall obtain the final results by setting the
coefficients of the source terms b to zero and write:
Iixjy···kz(A,B,C) = Iixjy···kz(A,B,C : b = 0) . (82)
These results of the momentum integrations are written in terms of the AMD wave functions
with ν and various Dp
′s and the interaction ranges aµ.
We calculate Iixiy···kz one by one. In the following, n denotes the number of momenta in
the integration multiplied by the Gaussian functions.
n = 0
We first take the integration of the basic integral:
I(A,B,C : b) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
e−
~kA~k+i ~B~k+C
=
1
(2π)3l
(
πl
det |A|
)3/2
e−B
†A−1B/4+C . (83)
This multiple Gaussian integration is verified for a symmetric matrix A with the existence of
a square root matrix A1/2. The front factor 1(2π)3l comes from the definition of the momentum
integration in Eq. (31). det |A| in the denominator appears from the Jacobian of the change
of the integration variables and det |A−1/2| = 1√
det |A|
is used.
n = 1
Iix(A,B,C : b) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
kixe
−~kA~k+i ~B~k+C
= −i δ
δbix
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
e−
~kA~k+i ~B~k+C
= −i δ
δbix
1
(2π)3l
(
πl
det |A|
)3/2
e−B
†A−1B/4+C . (84)
Here, bix is included in ~B and the derivative is:
−i δ
δbix
I(A,B,C : b) = iEixI(A,B,C : b) , (85)
where
Eix = (∂bixB
†)A−1Bx/2 =
1
2
∑
j
A−1ij Bjx . (86)
Here, a very interesting relation is:
∂bixB
† =
(
0 · · · 0 1 0 · · · 0
)
, (87)
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where 1 appears at the i th position in the above vector of dimension l.
n = 2
Iixjy(A,B,C : b) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
kixkjye
−~kA~k+i ~B~k+C
= −i δ
δbjy
(
iEixI(A,B,C : b)
)
= (Dijδxy + iEixiEjy)I(A,B,C : b) , (88)
where
Dijδxy = −i ∂
∂bjy
iEix =
1
2
A−1ij δxy . (89)
Here, we have a symmetry in that the results are unchanged by changing the order of ix
and jy:
Ijyix(A,B,C : b) = Iixjy(A,B,C : b) . (90)
n = 3
Iixjykz(A,B,C : b) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kl
kixkjykkze
−~kA~k+i ~B~k+C
= −i δ
δbkz
{
(Dijδxy + iEixiEjy)I(A,B,C : b)
}
= (DijδxyiEkz +DikδxziEjy +DjkδyziEix + iEixiEjyiEkz)
× I(A,B,C : b) . (91)
Here, we have used the fact that the derivative of Dijδxy is zero:
−i ∂
∂bkz
Dijδxy = 0 . (92)
Since the derivative is done successively, we find several interesting rules found by deriving
these expressions, which are useful for derivation of higher-order derivative terms:
◦ The derivative terms are written in terms of only Dijδxy and iEix. Because of this fact,
we simply write Dijδxy → Dαβ and iEix → Eα to express the derivative formula.
◦ These α and β denote ix etc. At the same time, they can also mean the successive order
of derivatives: α < β < · · · .
It is then interesting to write the properties of the differentiation using the numbering
notation Iαβ···(A,B,C : b) using the above results up to n = 3. Iαβ··· consists of the sum of
Dkαβ(E
n−2k
γ ) terms with k = 1 · · · [n2 ]. Iαβ··· is symmetric for any exchange of the order of
α, β, . . . due to the interchangeable property of the differentiation. Observing the terms with
subscript α and the procedure of the above manipulations, the first subscript α appears once
in all the terms keeping its position at the beginning for each term.
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Hence, we can formally write the integrals as:
Iαβγ···(A,B,C : b) =
[n
2
]∑
k=0
Nnk∑
q=1
[DkEn−2k]Qkq I(A,B,C : b) , (93)
where [n2 ] is n/2 for even n and (n− 1)/2 for odd n. Qkq denotes configurations of all the
derivative terms αβγ · · · to appear in the Dk and En−2k terms. Nnk is the number of all the
terms, where all αβγ · · · are partitioned in the Dk and En−2k terms.
In order to write possible partitions of αβγ · · · , we consider the term DkEn−2k and write
rules for the configurations. We write the configurations as:
[DkEn−2k]Qkq = Da1b1Da2b2 · · ·Ec1Ec2 · · · (94)
Here, αβγ · · · are written in the form of aibjck · · · . Given the observations above for the
exchange property of αβ · · · and the order of the appearance of α, we can write the following
rules:
◦ Rule 1: a1 < b1, a2 < b2, . . .
◦ Rule 2: a1 < a2 < · · ·
◦ Rule 3: c1 < c2 < · · ·
With these rules, we can write all the configurations without double counting of them. It
is interesting to calculate the number of terms for each partition Nnk . There are altogether
n! ways to order the derivatives αβγ · · · . There are three rules to avoid double counting of
partitions in the n! ways. Now, the order of ci in E
n−2k is fixed to a unique one from rule 3.
There are (n− 2k)! ways to order the derivatives, but the order is fixed to one by the rule 3.
Hence, we have to divide by (n− 2k)! out of the entire possibility n!. We can have k pairs,
we have to divide by 2k from rule 1. In addition, there are k D′s; we have to order these D′s
using rule 2 and we have to divide by k!. Hence the number of configurations for each term
is:
Nnk =
n!
2kk!(n − 2k)! . (95)
For n = 3 and k = 1 it is N31 = 3, and for k = 0 it is N
3
0 = 1. These numbers of terms agree
with the above results.
Using the above rules, we write the n = 4 and n = 5 cases explicitly, keeping in mind the
orders of α · · · γ in each configuration.
n = 4
I1234(A,B,C : b) = (D12D34 +D13D24 +D14D23 +D12E3E4 +D13E2E4
+D14E2E3 +D23E1E4 +D24E1E3 +D34E1E2
+E1E2E3E4) I(A,B,C : b) . (96)
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This form is written following the three rules above. Using the formula, we can calculate the
number of configurations:N42 = 3, N
4
1 = 6, N
4
0 = 1. These numbers agree with the expression
of I1234(A,B,C : b) in Eq. (96).
n = 5
I12345(A,B,C : b) = (D12D34E5 +D12D35E4 +D12D45E3 +D13D24E5
+D13D25E4 +D13D45E2 +D14D23E5 +D14D25E3
+D14D35E2 +D15D23E4 +D15D24E3 +D15D34E2
+D23D45E1 +D24D35E1 +D25D34E1
+D12E3E4E5 +D13E2E4E5 +D14E2E3E5 +D15E2E3E4
+D23E1E4E5 +D24E1E3E5 +D25E1E3E4 +D34E1E2E5
+D35E1E2E4 +D45E1E2E3 + E1E2E3E4E5) I(A,B,C : b) .(97)
Using the formula, we get: N52 = 15, N
5
1 = 10, N
5
0 = 1. These numbers agree with the num-
bers of each configuration in the above expression. We have derived the above expressions in
various ways. Rules 1, 2, and 3 for the construction of all the partitions have been verified
in the mathematical induction method. With the above rules we are able to write explicitly
the derivative formula for any number of momentum integrations and derivatives.
After getting all the terms, we should set b = 0 and write the integrals in the same notation:
Iixjy···kz(A,B,C) = Iixjy···kz(A,B,C : b = 0) . (98)
In addition, we shall introduce the superscript (type) for the integrals to specify which
nucleons interact with each other; that is discussed in Appendix B.
5. Two-body interaction with two tensor correlation operators
We write explicitly the case of the tensor interaction with two tensor correlations:
〈AMD|FDV FD|AMD〉 , (99)
where
FDV FD =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
Fij
1
2
∑
k 6=l
Vkl
1
2
∑
m6=n
Fmn = R2 +R3 +R4 +R5 +R6 . (100)
Here, R2, . . . , R6 are two- to six-body operators. We have written the multiple of two two-
body interactions (correlations) as the sum of two-, three- and four-body operators:
V FD = Q2 +Q3 +Q4 (101)
in Eq. (65), where
Q2 =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
VijFij , (102)
Q3 =
∑
i 6=j 6=k
VijFjk , (103)
Q4 =
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
VijFkl . (104)
We calculate the multiple of three two-body interactions (correlations) R2, . . . , R6 baesd on
the multiple of two two-body interactions (correlations) Q2, Q3, and Q4. We start with the
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two-body operator R2 basing on Q2:
R2(Q2) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ2


2 body
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijVijFij . (105)
We obtain the three-body operator R3 based on Q2:
R3(Q2) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ2


3 body
=
∑
i 6=j 6=k
FijVjkFjk . (106)
We have the three-body operator R3 based on Q3:
R3(Q3) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ3


3 body
=
∑
i 6=j 6=k
FijVijFjk +
∑
i 6=j 6=k
FjkVijFjk +
∑
i 6=j 6=k
FikVijFjk .(107)
We obtain the four-body operator R4 based on Q2:
R4(Q2) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ2


4 body
=
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FijVklFkl . (108)
We obtain the four-body operator R4 based on Q3:
R4(Q3) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ3


4 body
=
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FijVjkFkl +
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FikVjkFkl +
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FilVjkFkl . (109)
We obtain the four-body operator R4 based on Q4:
R4(Q4) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ4


4 body
=
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FijVijFkl +
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FikVijFkl +
1
4
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l
FklVijFkl . (110)
We obtain the five-body operator R5 based on Q3:
R5(Q3) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ3


5 body
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l 6=m
FijVklFlm . (111)
We obtain the five-body operator R5 based on Q4:
R5(Q4) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ4


5 body
=
1
2
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l 6=m
FijVjkFlm +
1
2
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l 6=m
FilVjkFlm . (112)
We obtain the six-body operator R6 based on Q4:
R6(Q4) =

1
2
∑
i 6=j
FijQ4


6 body
=
1
8
∑
i 6=j 6=k 6=l 6=m6=n
FijVklFmn . (113)
The symmetry factor in front of the summation is tabulated in Table 1 of Sect. 6.
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5.1. Matrix element of a multiple of three operators
We start with a two-body operator of the category type = (12)3:
〈AMD|R2(Q2)|AMD〉 = 1
2
∑
pqst
∑
µ1µ2µ3
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2 C˜
(2)
µ3
∑
xyzuvw x′y′z′u′v′w′
I
((12)3)
1x1y2z2u3v3w(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpsx′z′v′M
qt
y′u′w′
∑
ab
M¯psab M¯
qt
abC(pq : st) . (114)
The momentum integral I
((12)3)
1x1y2z2u3v3w(A,B,C) is given in Sect. 4 and Appendix B, where
(type = (12)3) indicates three two-body operators acting on particles 1 and 2.
We calculate the three-body operator R3(Q2) of type = 12 : (23)
2:
〈AMD|R3(Q2)|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrsto
∑
µ1µ2µ3
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2 C˜
(2)
µ3
∑
xyzuvw x′y′z′u′v′w′
I
(12:(23)2)
1x1y2z2u3v3w(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpsx′ M
qt
y′z′v′M
ro
u′w′
∑
ab
M¯psa M¯
qt
abM¯
ro
b C(prq : sto) . (115)
We come to the first term of the three-body operator R3(Q3) of the category type = (12)
2 :
23:
〈AMD|R3(Q3)|AMD〉 =
∑
pqrsto
∑
µ1µ2µ3
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2 C˜
(2)
µ3
∑
xyzuvw x′y′z′u′v′w′
I
((12)2:23)
1x1y2z2u3v3w(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpsx′z′M
qt
y′u′v′M
ro
w′
∑
ab
M¯psa M¯
qt
abM¯
ro
b C(prq : sto) . (116)
The other two terms for R3(Q3) are categorized as type = 23 : 12 : 23 and 13 : 12 : 23. The
superscripts of the integral I have to be changed according to the type and the spin and
isospin matrix elements should be changed slightly for these terms.
We write the four-body operator R4(Q2) of the category type = 12 : (34)
2:
〈AMD|R4(Q2)|AMD〉 = 1
4
∑
pqrs p′q′r′s′
∑
µ1µ2µ3
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(2)
µ2 C˜
(2)
µ3
∑
xyzuvw x′y′z′u′v′w′
I
(12:(34)2)
1x1y2z2u3v3w(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpp
′
x′ M
qq′
y′ M
rr′
z′v′M
ss′
u′w′
∑
ab
M¯pp
′
a M¯
qq′
a M¯
rr′
b M¯
ss′
b C(pqrs : p
′q′r′s′) . (117)
There are many more matrix elements, which are obtained in the same way. We skip writing
these matrix elements here. Other interactions are written in a similar way by changing the
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characters of the operators, as discussed in Sect. 2. The systematic way to calculate matrix
elements will be described in Sect. 6.
6. Short-range correlation
We have to introduce further the short-range correlation in the many-body wave function.
The discussion of the short-range correlation has been delayed up to this section, since
the main difficulty with the nuclear many-body problem is the treatment of the tensor
correlation. We have developed various methods to handle the tensor correlation operator.
We shall use the same concept as the tensor correlation for the short-range correlation.
Several methods for the short-range correlation have been developed in the past. One
popular method is the Jastrow correlation operator method [19] and another is the unitary
correlation operator method (UCOM) [20]. In the Jastrow method, the correlation operator
is written as a product of correlation functions. In the UCOM, a Hermite correlation operator
is placed on an exponential so that the correlation operator is unitary. In all these methods,
the matrix elements are obtained by introducing an approximation to take the resulting
operators up to few-body operators. As discussed for the case of the tensor correlation
operator, we are able to add correlation operators systematically one after another to see
the convergence of the solutions. Hence, it is important to know that the present formulation
is able to calculate all the matrix elements systematically and straightforwardly.
6.1. Wave function with short-range correlation
We introduce the short-range correlation operator FS in the TOAMD wave function as in
the case of the tensor correlation operator.
|Ψ˜〉 = (1 + FS)|Ψ〉 , (118)
where |Ψ〉 was introduced as the TOAMD wave function in Eq. (1). This arrangement
indicates that the full wave function is the sum of the following four components:
|Ψ˜〉 = |AMD〉+ FS |AMD〉+ FD|AMD〉+ FSFD|AMD〉 . (119)
The first term provides low-momentum components representing the shape of nucleus, the
second term provides high-momentum components due to the short-range correlation, and
the third term provides intermediate-hight-momentum components due to the tensor cor-
relation. The last term is an interference term for the short-range and tensor correlations.
Here, we expand the short-range correlation operator in the sum of Gaussian functions:
FS =
1
2
∑
i 6=j
∑
µ
Cµe
−aµr2ij . (120)
These expansion parameters are considered as variational parameters of the many-body
wave function. The short-range correlation is strong in the non-spin, non-isospin channel
and we show only this case. However, we will use spin- and isospin-dependent short-range
correlations in the calculation. We can then obtain the many-body Schro¨dinger equation
H|Ψ˜〉 = E|Ψ˜〉 and the eigenvalue is:
E =
〈Ψ|(1 + FS)H(1 + FS)|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|(1 + FS)(1 + FS)|Ψ〉 . (121)
Although the operator structure of the short-range correlation is simple, there appear
many-body operators. Hence, as an example we discuss the case of the three-body interaction
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with the short-range and tensor correlations in the next subsection. We then discuss a general
method to calculate all the necessary matrix elements in the subsequent subsection.
6.2. Three-body interaction with the short-range correlation for the tensor
component
We explicitly write a complicated matrix element where the number of momentum integrals
is 6 : 2 from the short-range correlation, 2 from the tensor correlation, and 2 from the
three-body interaction. We consider the case of the repulsive three-body interaction with
the short-range correlation:
FSURFS =
∑
i 6=j 6=k
(
1
2
AR
) ∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4
Cµ1
(
π
aµ1
)3/2
Cµ2
(
π
aµ2
)3/2
Cµ3
(
π
aµ3
)3/2
Cµ4
(
π
aµ4
)3/2 ∫
k1
∫
k2
∫
k3
∫
k4
e−k
2
1/4aµ1e−k
2
2/4aµ2e−k
2
3/4aµ3e−k
2
4/4aµ4
ei
~k1(~ri−~rj)ei
~k2(~ri−~rj)ei
~k3(~rj−~rk)ei
~k4(~ri−~rj) . (122)
Here, we have introduced an approximation that the short-range correlations act only on
the same nucleon pairs, i and j in the three-body interaction. This is because the short-
range correlation FS is large only at very short distances and the probability of more than
three nucleons coming to the region of the short-range correlation is negligibly small. If
we multiply the two tensor correlation operators by the three-body operator (122) of the
three-body interaction with two short range correlations FSURFS , we get many terms:
FDFSURFSFD = R3 +R4 +R5 +R6 +R7 . (123)
Here, one of the R3 terms for the type = (12)
3 : 23 : (12)2, where three two-body operators
act on particles 1 and 2, one two-body operator acts on particles 2 and 3, and two two-body
operators act on particles 1 and 2:
R3 =
∑
i 6=j 6=k
∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5µ6
(
1
2
AR
)
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(0)
µ2 C˜
(0)
µ3 C˜
(0)
µ4 C˜
(0)
µ5 C˜
(2)
µ6
∫
k1
∫
k2
∫
k3
∫
k4
∫
k5
∫
k6
e−k
2
1/4aµ1e−k
2
2/4aµ2e−k
2
3/4aµ3e−k
2
4/4aµ4e−k
2
5/4aµ5e−k
2
6/4aµ6
ei
~k1(~ri−~rj)ei
~k2(~ri−~rj)ei
~k3(~ri−~rj)ei
~k4(~rj−~rk)e−i
~k5(~ri−~rj)e−i
~k6(~ri−~rj)∑
xyzux′y′z′u′
k1xk1yk6zk6u(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)
σix′σjy′σiz′σju′
∑
vw
τivτjvτiwτjw . (124)
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Table 1 The symmetry factor S.
type S type S
12 1/2
(12)2 1/2 12:23 1
12:34 1/4
(12)3 1/2 (12)2 : 23 1
12 : 23 : 13 1 (12)2 : 34 1/4
12 : 23 : 14 1 12 : 23 : 24 1
12 : 34 : 13 1
12 : 23 : 45 1/2 12 : 34 : 15 1/2
12 : 34 : 56 1/8
Here we write the case, where two tensor operators and two short-range operators act on
i, j pairs and the three-body interaction works for i, j, k nucleons:
〈AMD|R3|AMD〉 =
∑
pqr p′q′r′
∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5µ6
(
1
2
AR
)
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(0)
µ2 C˜
(0)
µ3 C˜
(0)
µ4 C˜
(0)
µ5 C˜
(2)
µ6
∑
xyzu x′y′z′u′
I
((12)3 :23:(12)2)
1x1y6z6u (A,B,C)(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)
Mpp
′
x′z′M
qq′
y′u′M
rr′
∑
vw
M¯pp
′
vw M¯
qq′
vw M¯
rr′C(pqr : p′q′r′) . (125)
We can further write other terms for the three-body operators in a similar way to that
above. We have in addition the four-, five-, six-, and seven-body operators. All these matrix
elements are written in a similar way to the above expression, with major changes in the
momentum integrals and small changes in the spin matrix elements. Depending on the
number of nucleons involved for the multi-body operators, the coefficients of the co-factor
matrix change as C(pq · · · r : p′q′ · · · r′).
6.3. Matrix elements for the general case
Although we are not able to write all the matrix elements, they are written in a system-
atic way. The matrix elements are written for general multi-body operators O with many
momentum integrations:
〈AMD|O|AMD〉 = S
∑
pq···r p′q′···r′
∑
µ1µ2···µn
C˜
(m1)
µ1 C˜
(m2)
µ2 · · · C˜(mn)µn
∑
xy···z
I
(type)
X(x,y,...,z)
(A,B,C)F (x, y, . . . , z)Mpq···rp
′q′···r′
Z(x,y,...,z)
M¯pq···rp
′q′···r′
U(x,y,...,z)
C(pq · · · r : p′q′ · · · r′) .
(126)
Here, S is a symmetry factor for a many-body operator. We list S for various configurations
up to n = 3 in Table 1. The symmetry factors are the same for configurations obtained by the
interchange of particle numbers. pq · · · rp′q′ · · · r′ are the quantum numbers of AMD states,
where each quantum number p′s runs from 1 to A. µ1µ2 · · ·µn are the expansion parameters
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of interactions and correlations in terms of Gaussian functions and the number of µ′s is n
representing the number of momenta. The expansion factors C˜
(m)
µ are written as:
C˜(m)µ = Cµ
(
π
aµ
)3/2( −i
2aµ
)m
, (127)
where m = 1 for the spin-orbit interaction, m = 2 for the tensor, squared angular momen-
tum and squared spin-orbit interactions, and m = 0 otherwise. The coordinates x, y, . . . , z
run from x to z of the rectangular coordinates. The momentum integral I
(type)
X(x,y,...,z)(A,B,C)
depends on the type of configurations for the coefficients A,B,C with differentiation of
momentum given by a function X(x, y, . . . , z). F (x, y, . . . , z) represents the type of inter-
actions and correlations to be specified by the interaction. Mpq···rp
′q′···r′
Z(x,y,...,z) is the spin matrix
element of all the AMD states and M¯pq···rp
′q′···r′
U(x,y,...,z) the isospin matrix element. The co-factor
C(pq · · · r : p′q′ · · · r′) takes care of the antisymmetrization of particles in the many-body
operators.
We describe the procedure of writing matrix elements for various operators. We first fix
which matrix elements to calculate the configuration: type. Once we fix type, we can get the
symmetry factor S for this configuration. We order all the operators from left to right and
assign momenta ~k1, . . . , ~kn. We then write all the operators explicitly keeping the order of
the operators. For each operator for particles i and j, we write the following factors:
Central interaction
We write the case of the spin-spin and isospin-isospin interaction:
Oc =
∑
xy
σixσjxτiyτjy , (128)
with m = 0. If there are no spin- and/or no isospin-dependent operators, we simply drop
these spin and isospin operators.
Tensor interaction
Ot =
∑
xyx′y′
k1xk1yσix′σjy′(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′) , (129)
with m = 2.
Spin-orbit interaction
Ols =
∑
xyz
εxyzk1x
1
2
(pi − pj)y 1
2
(σi + σj)z , (130)
with m = 1.
Squared angular momentum interaction
Ol
2
=
∑
xyzuv
εxyzεuvz(k1xk1u − 2aµδxu)1
2
(pi − pj)y 1
2
(pi − pj)v
−4aµ
∑
x
k1x
1
2
(pi − pj)x , (131)
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with m = 2. For calculation of the matrix elements, we need matrix elements of px = −i∇x
and pxpy = (−i∇x)(−i∇y) for the calculation of angular momenta, which are given in Eqs.
(43) and (48).
Squared spin-orbit interaction
O(ls)
2
=
∑
xyzuvw
εxyzεuvw
[
(k1xk1u − 2aµδxu)1
2
(pi − pj)y 1
2
(pi − pj)v
+2aµδyuk1x
1
2
(pi − pj)v
]1
2
(σi + σj)z
1
2
(σi + σj)w , (132)
with m = 2.
We can then write the matrix element explicitly. As an example, we show the case of
type = 12 : (34)3 : 56 for the tensor operator:
〈AMD|FDFSV tFSFD|AMD〉
=
1
8
∑
pqrsto p′q′r′s′t′o′
∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(0)
µ2 C˜
(2)
µ3 C˜
(0)
µ4 C˜
(2)
µ5
∑
xyzuvw x′y′z′u′v′w′
I
(12:(34)3 :56)
1x1y3z3u5v5w(A,B,C)
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)(3δzz′δuu′ − δzuδz′u′)(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpp
′
x′ M
qq′
y′ M
rr′
z′ M
ss′
u′ M
tt′
v′ M
oo′
w′∑
ab
M¯pp
′
a M¯
qq′
a M¯
rr′M¯ ss
′
M¯ tt
′
b M¯
oo′
b C(pqrsto : p
′q′r′s′t′o′) . (133)
The momentum integral is given in Appendix B. All matrix elements can be written in a
similar systematic manner.
As for the spin-orbit interaction with the short-range and tensor correlations, we give
explicitly the case of type = 12 : (34)3 : 56.
〈AMD|FDFSV lsFSFD|AMD〉
=
1
8
∑
pqrsto p′q′r′s′t′o′
∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(0)
µ2 C˜
(1)
µ3 C˜
(0)
µ4 C˜
(2)
µ5
∑
xyx′y′zuavwv′w′
1
2
[
I
(12:(34)3:56)
1x1y3z4u5v5w(A,B,C)− I(12:(34)
3 :56)
1x1y3z2u5v5w(A,B,C)
+ I
(12:(34)3 :56)
1x1y3z5v5w (A,B,C)iν((Dr −Dr′)− (Ds −Ds′))u
]
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)εzua(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)
Mpp
′
x′ M
qq′
y′
1
2
(M rr
′
a M
ss′ +M rr
′
M ss
′
a )M
tt′
v′ M
oo′
w′∑
bc
M¯pp
′
b M¯
qq′
b M¯
rr′M¯ ss
′
M¯ tt
′
c M¯
oo′
c C(pqrsto : p
′q′r′s′t′o′) . (134)
The spin-orbit interaction has a derivative term. Therefore the expressions are slightly
different for different configurations. We write one similar configuration case: type = 12 :
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(34)3 : 35.
〈AMD|FDFSV lsFSFD|AMD〉
=
1
2
∑
pqrst p′q′r′s′t′
∑
µ1µ2µ3µ4µ5
C˜
(2)
µ1 C˜
(0)
µ2 C˜
(1)
µ3 C˜
(0)
µ4 C˜
(2)
µ5
∑
xyx′y′zuavwv′w′
1
2
[
I
(12:(34)3 :35)
1x1y3z4u5v5w(A,B,C) +
1
2
I
(12:(34)3:35)
1x1y3z5u5v5w(A,B,C)
− I(12:(34)3 :35)1x1y3z2u5v5w(A,B,C) + I(12:(34)
3:35)
1x1y3z5v5w (A,B,C)iν((Dr −Dr′)− (Ds −Ds′))u
]
(3δxx′δyy′ − δxyδx′y′)εzua(3δvv′δww′ − δvwδv′w′)Mpp
′
x′ M
qq′
y′ M
tt′
w′
1
2
(M rr
′
av′M
ss′ +M rr
′
v′ M
ss′
a )∑
bc
M¯pp
′
b M¯
qq′
b M¯
rr′
c M¯
ss′M¯ tt
′
c C(pqrst : p
′q′r′s′t′) . (135)
7. Summary
We have developed a powerful many-body theory to describe finite nuclei, which is calld
“tensor-optimized antisymmetrized molecular dynamics” (TOAMD). The TOAMD theory
is based on AMD, in which the concept of the TOSM is incorporated, in order to treat
the strong tensor interaction in the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The tensor interaction is
treated by the tensor correlation operator acting on the AMD wave function. Since the
tensor interaction is of long and intermediate range, we have to explicitly treat many-body
operators due to the tensor correlation operators and the two- and three-body interactions in
the Hamiltonian for the AMD state. For the TOAMD theory, we have to treat up to 6-body
operator terms for the two-body interaction and 7-body operator terms for the three-body
interaction for the AMD state.
In order to treat multi-body operators for many-body nuclear systems efficiently, we should
use all the powerful mathematics. The AMD wave function consists of shifted Gaussian
functions with spin and isospin wave functions and all the interactions are expanded in
Gaussian functions. In addition, we have to take into account the antisymmetrization of all
the nucleons. For this purpose, we take the Fourier transforms of all the interactions so that
any multi-body operators are written in separable forms in particle coordinates. We are then
able to calculate multi-body matrix elements with antisymmetrization using the multi body
co-factor matrix of the norm matrix. We should then take the multi-momentum integrations,
where we have developed a systematic integral and differentiation method with source terms.
The final results are written as the sum of many terms for the norm and energy matrices,
which do not involve any numerical integrations. We have to minimize the total energy with
respect to the variational parameters, which are the shift coordinates and spin weights in
the AMD wave function, the tensor correlation function, and additionally, the short-range
correlation function.
The TOAMD theory provides the total energy as function of the variational parame-
ters, where the total energy can be calculated systematically in a straightforward manner.
Since the matrix elements can be calculated in systematic methods, we are able to improve
the calculated results by adding more and more complicated correlations including both
the tensor and short-range correlations. For heavy nuclei, we have to perform the angular
momentum projection and take the sum of the Slater determinants for better description
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of many-body systems. The TOAMD theory is a powerful and economical method to treat
nuclear many-body system. The formulation is transparent and we are able to calculate two-
and three-body interactions with any order of tensor and short-range correlations. In the
TOAMD theory, we should be able to calculate nuclei with many nucleons using the present
powerful computers.
In the very near future, we shall publish numerical results of s-shell nuclei, and successively,
p-shell and heavier nuclei in the TOAMD theory using the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction.
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A. Property of a matrix for antisymmetrization
We give here the necessary formula to calculate multi-body operators, which are separable in
particle coordinates:M(i, j, . . . , k) = O(i)O(j) · · ·O(k). We start with the one-body operator
and then given the matrix elements of multi-body operators.
One-body operator
We should calculate the matrix element of the one-body operator:
〈p1p2 · · · pA|
A∑
i=1
O(i)|det |q1q2 · · · qA|〉 =
A∑
r=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈p1|q1〉 〈p1|q2〉 · · · 〈p1|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pr|O|q1〉 〈pr|O|q2〉 · · · 〈pr|O|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pA|q1〉 〈pA|q2〉 · · · 〈pA|qA〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
A∑
r=1
A∑
l=1
〈pr|O|ql〉 C(r : l) . (A1)
Here, C(r : l) is the determinant of a co-factor matrix of B, where the r-row and l-column
are removed from the A×A matrix. From this construction, C(r : l) is a function of the
single-particle overlap 〈pi|qj〉 and does not depend on the one-body matrix element. We
shall derive C for the general case later.
Two-body operator
〈p1p2 · · · pA|
A∑
i 6=j
O(i)O(j)|det |q1q2 · · · qA|〉 =
A∑
r1 6=r2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
〈p1|q1〉 〈p1|q2〉 · · · 〈p1|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pr1 |O|q1〉 〈pr1 |O|q2〉 · · · 〈pr1 |O|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pr2 |O|q1〉 〈pr2 |O|q2〉 · · · 〈pr2 |O|qA〉
...
...
. . .
...
〈pA|q1〉 〈pA|q2〉 · · · 〈pA|qA〉
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
A∑
r1 6=r2,l1 6=l2
〈pr1 |O|ql1〉〈pr2 |O|ql2〉 C(r1r2 : l1l2) . (A2)
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Here, C(r1r2 : l1l2) is the determinant of a co-factor matrix of B, where the r1 and r2 rows
and l1 and l2 columns are removed from the A×A matrix. Again C(r1r2 : l1l2) is a function
of the single particle overlap 〈pi|qj〉 and does not depend on the one-body matrix element.
Multi-body operator
〈p1p2 · · · pA|
A∑
i 6=j 6=···6=k
O(i)O(j) · · ·O(k)|det |q1q2 · · · qA|〉
=
A∑
r1 6=r2 6=···rk,l1 6=l2 6=···lk
〈pr1 |O|ql1〉〈pr2 |O|ql2〉 · · · 〈prk |O|qlk〉 C(r1r2 · · · rk : l1l2 · · · lk) .(A3)
Here, C(r1r2 · · · rk : l1l2 · · · rk) is the determinant of a co-factor matrix of B, where the
r1, r2, . . . , rk rows and l1, l2, . . . , lk columns are removed from the A×A matrix. Again,
C(r1r2 · · · rk : l1l2 · · · lk) is a function of the single-particle overlap 〈pi|qj〉 and does not
depend on the one-body matrix elements.
Determinant of the co-factor matrix
We derive here the determinant C(r1r2 · · · rk : l1l2 · · · lk) of the co-factor matrix of the A×A
matrix B. We have the following identity for the A×A matrix B with the matrix elements
aij :
1 =
A∑
l1 6=l2 6=···6=lr
ak1l1ak2l2 · · · akrlr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B−1)l1k1 (B
−1)l1k2 · · · (B−1)l1kr
(B−1)l2k1 (B
−1)l2k2 · · · (B−1)l2kr
...
...
. . .
...
(B−1)lrk1 (B
−1)lrk2 · · · (B−1)lrkr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(A4)
Here, B−1 is the inverse matrix of B. Since this is an important formula to get the
determinant of the co-factor matrix, we verify this explicitly using the definition of the
determinant:
(rhs) =
A∑
l1 6=l2 6=···6=lr
ak1l1ak2l2 · · · akrlr
∑
P
ǫ(P )(B−1)l1kP (1)(B
−1)l2kP (2) · · · (B−1)lrkP(r)
=
∑
P
ǫ(P )
∑
l1
ak1l1(B
−1)l1kP (1)
∑
l2
ak2l2(B
−1)l2kP (2) · · ·
∑
lr
akrlr(B
−1)lrkP(r)
=
∑
P
ǫ(P )δ1P (1)δ2P (2) · · · δrP (r) = 1 . (A5)
Hence, we can write the determinant of B as:∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
a11 a12 · · · a1A
a21 a22 · · · a2A
...
...
. . .
...
aA1 aA2 · · · aAA
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
A∑
l1 6=l2 6=···6=lr
ak1l1ak2l2 · · · akrlr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B−1)l1k1 (B
−1)l1k2 · · · (B−1)l1kr
(B−1)l2k1 (B
−1)l2k2 · · · (B−1)l2kr
...
...
. . .
...
(B−1)lrk1 (B
−1)lrk2 · · · (B−1)lrkr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
× det |B| =
A∑
l1 6=l2 6=···6=lr
ak1l1ak2l2 · · · akrlrC(k1 · · · kr : l1 · · · lr) . (A6)
In the above formula, k1, k2, . . . , kr are any row numbers of the original matrix B. Here,
C(k1 · · · kr : l1 · · · lr) is the determinant of a co-factor matrix of B, where k1, k2,. . . and kr
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rows and l1, l2,. . . and lr columns are removed from the matrix B. The coefficient C(k1 · · · kr :
l1 · · · lr) is written using aij of the original matrix B. Explicitly, the coefficient C is given as
C(k1 · · · kr : l1 · · · lr) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(B−1)l1k1 (B
−1)l1k2 · · · (B−1)l1kr
(B−1)l2k1 (B
−1)l2k2 · · · (B−1)l2kr
...
...
. . .
...
(B−1)lrk1 (B
−1)lrk2 · · · (B−1)lrkr
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
det |B| . (A7)
Compared with the matrices of one-, two- and multi-body operators ((A1), (A2), and (A3)),
the coefficients C(k1 · · · kr : l1 · · · lr) are the same as that given in Eq. (A7). In the case r = A,
the co-factor C becomes ǫ(P (k1 · · · kr : l1 · · · lr)), which is the phase of indicated permutation.
Hence, for r = A, the rhs of Eq. (A3) is simply the determinant of the full matrix of 〈pi|O|qj〉.
B. Gaussian integrals
We give here all the necessary Gaussian integrals:
I(type)(A,B,C) =
∫
k1
∫
k2
· · ·
∫
kn
〈fp|eiK1(k1,··· ,kn)r|gp′〉 · · · 〈fq|eiKm(k1,··· ,kn)r|gq′〉
=
1
(2π)3n
(
πn
det |A|
)3/2
e−B
†A−1B/4+C . (B1)
Here, type denotes which operators act between which particles. The functions Ki are func-
tions of ki, whose explicit forms depend on the type of multi-body operators. In order to
understand the meaning of A,B,C, we write the single-particle matrix element:
〈ψp|eikr|ψq〉 = e−
1
2
ν(Dp−Dq)2+
1
2
i~k( ~Dp+ ~Dq)−
k2
8ν . (B2)
We write here all the possible integrals up to the three two-body operators. There are still
several Gaussian integrals necessary for calculations of matrix elements, but they can be
obtained in a similar way to those presented in this appendix.
type = 12
A = 1/4ν + 1/4aµ
B =
1
2
(Dp +Dp′)− 1
2
(Dq +Dq′)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2] (B3)
In this appendix, we write vectors ( ~Dp)
′s simply without the vector notation as Dp. We
write here type = 12, which indicates that a two-body operator act on particles 1 and 2.
type = (12)2
A =
(
1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 1/4ν
1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2
)
B =
(
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2] (B4)
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Here type = (12)2 means that two two-body operators act on particles 1 and 2.
type = 12 : 23
A =
(
1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν
−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2
)
B =
(
1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2] (B5)
Here, type = 12 : 23 means that one interaction acts on particles 1 and 2 and the other on
particles 2 and 3. We omit the explanation of type in the following.
type = 12 : 34
A =
(
1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 0
0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2
)
B =
(
1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)
)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2] (B6)
type = (12)3
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 1/4ν 1/4ν1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/4ν
1/4ν 1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2] (B7)
type = (12)2 : 23
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 1/4ν −1/8ν1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 −1/8ν
−1/8ν −1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12 (Dr +Dr′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2] (B8)
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type = 12 : (23)2
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν −1/8ν−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/4ν
−1/8ν 1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
1
2 (Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2] (B9)
type = 12 : 23 : 13
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν 1/8ν−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/8ν
1/8ν 1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2 (Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2] (B10)
type = (12)2 : 34
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 1/4ν 01/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 0
0 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2] (B11)
type = 12 : 23 : 14
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν 1/8ν−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 0
1/8ν 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
1
2 (Dp +Dp′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2] (B12)
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type = 12 : 23 : 24
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν −1/8ν−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/8ν
−1/8ν 1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12 (Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2] (B13)
type = 12 : 23 : 34
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν 0−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 −1/8ν
0 −1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12 (Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12(Dr +Dr′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)


C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2] (B14)
type = 12 : 23 : 45
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 −1/8ν 0−1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 0
0 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dq +Dq′)− 12 (Dr +Dr′)
1
2(Ds +Ds′)− 12(Dt +Dt′)

 (B15)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2 + (Dt −Dt′)2]
type = 12 : 34 : 15
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 0 1/8ν0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 0
1/8ν 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)
1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12 (Dt +Dt′)

 (B16)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2 + (Dt −Dt′)2]
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type = 12 : 34 : 35
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 0 00 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/8ν
0 1/8ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Ds +Ds′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12(Dt +Dt′)

 (B17)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2 + (Dt −Dt′)2]
type = 12 : 34 : 56
A =

 1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 0 00 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 0
0 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12 (Ds +Ds′)
1
2 (Dt +Dt′)− 12(Du +Du′)

 (B18)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2 + (Dt −Dt′)2 + (Du −Du′)2]
We give a more complicated case as an example so that the general rule for A,B,C can be
understood instead of writing all the cases. In this example, type = 12 : (34)3 : 56 indicates
that one two-body operator acts on particles 1 and 2, three two-body operators on particles
3 and 4, and one two-body operator on particles 5 and 6.
type = 12 : (34)3 : 56
A =


1/4ν + 1/4aµ1 0 0 0 0
0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ2 1/4ν 1/4ν 0
0 1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ3 1/4ν 0
0 1/4ν 1/4ν 1/4ν + 1/4aµ4 0
0 0 0 0 1/4ν + 1/4aµ5


B =


1
2(Dp +Dp′)− 12(Dq +Dq′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12 (Ds +Ds′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12 (Ds +Ds′)
1
2(Dr +Dr′)− 12 (Ds +Ds′)
1
2 (Dt +Dt′)− 12(Du +Du′)

 (B19)
C = −1
2
ν[(Dp −Dp′)2 + (Dq −Dq′)2 + (Dr −Dr′)2 + (Ds −Ds′)2 + (Dt −Dt′)2 + (Du −Du′)2]
The diagonal terms in A are fixed simply as in all the other cases, while the non-diagonal
terms depend on the type of configuration. They can be obtained by calculating the k2
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terms:
k21 + k
2
1 + (k2 + k3 + k4)
2 + (k2 + k3 + k4)
2 + k25 + k
2
5
= 2(k21 + k
2
2 + k
2
3 + k
2
4 + k
2
5) + 4(k2k3 + k2k4 + k3k4) . (B20)
For B, the k1 term is taken by the pp
′ : qq′ state, the k2, k3, k4 terms are taken by the rr
′ : ss′
state and the k5 term by the tt
′ : uu′ state. For C, it is simply written by using all the 12
states. We can give the Gaussian integrals systematically, as shown here, but for the case in
which the interactions and correlations are separable, the Gaussian integrals can be written
as a product of various Gaussian integrals. For an example of this case, we can write:
I(12:(34)
3:56)(A,B,C) = I(12)(A,B,C) I((34)
3)(A,B,C) I(56)(A,B,C) . (B21)
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